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The global gas market is going through a rapid evolution. Disparate and regionally separate gas markets are 
being brought together through the expansion of global trade. In this fast-emerging global gas market, 
Energy Aspects offers a fully integrated service.

We cover all main gas markets, analysing the developments in each market’s core fundamentals and price 
drivers. We have a range of publications which span data analysis, market fundamentals and trends. The service 
provides globally consistent forecasts of supply and demand balances and prices, with a focus on the front two 
years of the curve.

Global LNG forms part of the Natural Gas service which also includes European Gas and North American Gas. 
Together they provide comprehensive analysis of the global market. Alternatively, each region is available as a 
stand-alone service.

Our global team of experienced analysts delivers the insight, analysis and data relied on by market participants 
to drive investment decisions and maximise profits.

SERVICE OVERVIEW

Published 
monthly

Outlook
The monthly Global LNG Outlook studies the dynamics of LNG markets and forecasts how 
they will develop in the months and years ahead. The report tracks all major features from 
large LNG terminals and projects through to pricing. With detailed data on the volume 
and destination of LNG trade flows, as well as a deep dive on a current topic, the report 
provides comprehensive insight into the importance of LNG for different regions. 

Published 
frequently

Insight
Insight looks at some of the most important issues in the market and covers these in greater 
analytical depth, analysing their key implications for the traded markets. The topics range 
widely and include seasonal outlooks, geopolitical issues, supply developments and the 
impact from specific policy measures. Examples are analysis of China’s demand side, 
India’s gas market, and what export projects will advance in the future. 

Published 
frequently

E-mail Alerts
E-mail alerts provide rapid, actionable insight into how market events, news headlines 
and policy developments will influence LNG markets and prices. E-mail alerts offer a short 
summary of the event as it happens, together with the implication for balances and any 
impacts on our market outlook.
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Published 
weekly

Panorama
The weekly Global Gas Panorama keeps subscribers on top of the latest supply, demand 
and price developments in the global LNG market. The report analyses key market 
developments, and offers our view for the weeks ahead. The insight, charts and tables in 
the report enable readers to successfully navigate the LNG sector and maximise profits.

Published 
frequently

Notes
Notes take an in-depth look at market trends and the latest fundamentals data to deliver 
forward-looking views. We examine the supply-demand and pricing dynamics in key 
global demand centres as well as the price spreads between them.

Published 
monthly

Outlook presentation slides
Outlook presentation slides provide visualisations of the topics covered in our monthly 
Outlooks, which can be easily downloaded by clients for internal and external use (with 
due accreditation to Energy Aspects).

Access to analysts
Our global team of analysts delivers rapid responses to our clients on market queries, data, 
prices and forecasts. We host regular Insight events for clients to hear our market outlooks 
and meet our team.


